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Abstract

This paper covers three policy-relevant aspects of the carbon content of electricity that are well established among integrated assessment models but under-discussed in the policy debate. First, climate stabilization at any level from 2°C to 3°C requires electricity to be almost carbon-free by the end of the century. As such, the question for policy makers is not whether to decarbonize electricity but when to do it. Second, decarbonization of electricity is still possible and required if some of the key zero-carbon technologies — such as nuclear power or carbon capture and storage — turn out to be unavailable. Third, progressive decarbonization of electricity is part of every country’s cost-effective means of contributing to climate stabilization. In addition, this paper provides cost-effective pathways of the carbon content of electricity — computed from the results of AMPERE, a recent integrated assessment model comparison study. These pathways may be used to benchmark existing decarbonization targets, such as those set by the European Energy Roadmap or the Clean Power Plan in the United States, or inform new policies in other countries. These pathways can also be used to assess the desirable uptake rates of electrification technologies, such as electric and plug-in hybrid vehicles, electric stoves and heat pumps, or industrial electric furnaces.
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Power generation plays an important role in global warming, for at least two reasons. First, it is responsible for a large share of anthropogenic greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions: today’s electricity accounts for 12 GtCO\(_2\)/yr, about 28% of total annual greenhouse gas emissions. Reducing the carbon content of electricity would thus decrease significantly global GHG emissions. Second, electricity can be used as a substitute for carbon-intensive fossil fuels in many cases. For instance, today’s road transportation and housing sectors account together for about 16% of total emissions; and industrial energy consumption, mainly used to produce heat or motion, accounts for an additional 18% (IEA, 2012; WRI, 2014). Technologies such as electric vehicles, heat pumps, electric furnaces, industrial motors and other electric equipment can in part replace fossil-fuel based counterparts in these sectors, reducing indirectly GHG emissions.

A well-established result from integrated assessment models (IAM) is that both decarbonization of electricity supply and electrification of the energy system play a decisive role in reaching climate stabilization (e.g., Luderer et al., 2012; Sugiyama, 2012; Williams et al., 2012; IEA, 2014; IPCC, 2014; Krey et al., 2014; McCollum et al., 2014; Sachs et al., 2014).\(^1\) Indeed, stabilizing climate change to any level (e.g. 2, 3 or 4\(\degree\)C) requires reducing global emissions to near-zero levels (Collins et al., 2013; IPCC, 2013). Moreover, switching from fossil fuel to low-carbon electricity is one of the only technical options to drastically reduce GHG emissions in energy-intensive sectors such as industry, transportation and buildings.

Despite this consensus and its importance to inform the policy debate, cost-effective pathways of the future carbon content of electricity are not available to decision-makers, researchers in other disciplines, or the general public — in particular, none of the above-mentioned studies provides any pathway of the carbon content of electricity under climate stabilization targets. To fill this gap, we compute and report the carbon content of electricity in a set of existing prospective scenarios.

We focus on a set of 55 pathways generated with 10 different integrated assessment models (IAM) for the purpose of a recent IAM comparison study: AM-PERE (Riahi et al., 2014).\(^2\) IAMs compute cost-effective pathways of the socio-economic and energy systems under the constraint set by climate targets. They factor in a wide range of parameters, such as long-term demographic evolution; availability of natural resources; countries’ participation to emission-reduction efforts. Technology costs and maximum penetration rates, in particular, are calibrated using a mix of historical uptake rates and assumptions on learning by doing and autonomous technical progress (Wilson et al., 2013; Iyer et al.,

\(^1\) These and other studies offer in-depth analysis of the interlinked dynamics of electrification and decarbonization of electricity, and cover topics out of the scope of this paper, such as economic implications and the role of different technologies to produce zero-carbon electricity.

\(^2\) We chose this study as it is freely available online (IIASA, 2014), other recent studies such as EMF27 (Kriegler et al., 2014b) are of similar scope, use a broader variety of models and assumptions, and reach qualitatively and quantitatively similar results, but are unfortunately not publicly available online at the moment.
IAMs are regularly peer-reviewed in comparison exercises (Clarke et al., 2009; van Vuuren et al., 2009; Edenhofer et al., 2010; Kriegler et al., 2014a,b) and occasionally evaluated against historical data (Guivarch et al., 2009; Wilson et al., 2013).

Unsurprisingly, the pathways of the carbon content of electricity from AM-PERE confirm the above-mentioned consensus. Specifically, the pathways show that (1) near-zero-carbon electricity is necessary to reach concentrations consistent with global warming anywhere from 2°C to 3°C; (2) near-zero-carbon electricity can be achieved even if some of the key low-carbon technologies (nuclear, carbon capture and storage, or renewable power) turn out to be unavailable; and (3) near-zero-carbon electricity can and should occur in every major country or region of the world.

We report pathways at the global level and the country/region level for China, the EU, India and the US, under a variety of assumptions concerning the state of technology and long-term climate targets. These pathways may be useful to planners and policymakers designing climate mitigation strategies. First, they provide a reference on the speed at which decarbonization of the power sector should happen to meet a given climate target in a cost-effective way. They may thus be used to benchmark existing milestones, such as the ones proposed by the European Commission’s energy roadmap (EC, 2011) and the Clean Power Plan currently under discussion in the US; or inform new measures in other countries or jurisdictions.

Second, such pathways of the carbon content of electricity are useful to assess the desirability of specific electrification technologies. Indeed, existing studies have focused on the impact of electrification on today’s GHG emissions, and concluded that it depends on the carbon intensity of power generation at the specific location where it takes place. For instance, electric vehicles may emit more GHG than conventional vehicles in countries where electricity is produced from coal (Sioshansi and Denholm, 2009; Hawkins et al., 2012a,b; Richardson, 2013). However, since climate stabilization eventually requires near-zero carbon electricity, the relevant question for policymakers is not whether to electrify, but when to do it. The pathways reported make it possible to investigate this question, using what Hertwich et al. (2014) recently called an integrated life cycle analysis.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 1 reports pathways of the carbon content of electricity in the most technology-optimistic scenarios, where bio-energy combined with carbon capture and storage (CCS) al-

---

3 Such studies have been interpreted as showing that electrification is to be avoided (e.g., BBC, 2012). Similar results have been reported by Thomson et al. (2000) on industrial electric furnaces, and Gustavsson and Joelsson (2010), Zabalza Bribián et al. (2009) and Ramesh et al. (2010) on buildings.

4 As mentioned before, IAMs are sometimes used to assess optimal electrification of the economy. The pathways provided here can nonetheless be used by scholars outside the IAM community, for instance to evaluate the impact on GHG emissions of a technology or industrial process too specific to be explicitly represented in an IAM.
1. Biomass combined with CCS could provide electricity with negative carbon content

During AMPERE, IAMs were run under the constraint that final GHG atmospheric concentration should not exceed 450 ppm CO$_2$-eq — Meinshausen et al. (2009) estimate such concentration leads to 63-92% probability of remaining below +2°C by 2100. Figure 1a presents the projected carbon intensity of the global electricity generation in this scenario. It shows that all models project a drastic decrease in carbon intensity by the end of the century.

Most trajectories in this scenario even fall below zero-carbon electricity. Indeed, this scenario assumes the technologies able to generate low-carbon electricity are widely available — these technologies include mainly wind, solar, hydro, biomass, nuclear and carbon capture and storage (Smith et al., 2009).
Among them, bio-energy with carbon capture and storage (BECCS), the burning of biomass in power plants associated to the long-term storage of resulting CO$_2$, allows to produce electricity with negative net GHG emissions (Tavoni and Socolow, 2013; Kriegler et al., 2014b). When BECCS is available, the least-cost strategy to achieve global carbon neutrality is to produce negative-emission electricity and offset emissions from sectors of the economy that are more difficult to decarbonize.

However, stabilizing GHG concentration around 450 ppm would require a fast intergovernmental coordination that may be difficult to achieve in time (Guivarch and Hallegatte, 2013; Stocker, 2013; Luderer et al., 2013). AMPERE considered the effect of a less stringent concentration target: 550 ppm CO$_2$-eq — generally admitted to be consistent with a 3°C warming, and still 15–51% probability of remaining below 2°C according to Meinshausen et al. (2009). If low-carbon technologies are still assumed to be widely available, pathways to this easier climate target also entail a decrease of the global carbon intensity to negative levels (Figure 1b).

2. Near-zero-carbon electricity does not require all carbon-free technologies to be available

A third scenario in AMPERE sets a 550 ppmCO$_2$-eq stabilization target and assumes no further deployment of nuclear power after existing plants are decommissioned (for instance for social acceptability reasons) and assuming CCS never reaches market deployment. The decrease in carbon intensity of electricity holds under these assumptions (Figure 2a). The trajectories in this sample exhibit an average of more than 95% reduction in carbon intensity, reaching less than 25 gCO$_2$/kWh by 2100, while the most conservative pathway falls below 75 gCO$_2$/kWh.

Even in this scenario, decarbonization of power supply is sufficient to justify electrification. For instance, a conservative estimate of electric vehicles’ (EV) consumption is 25 kWh/100km from the power plant to the wheel, that is accounting for losses when transmitting electricity over long distances and charging the battery. In this case, electric vehicles, or hybrid vehicles running on electricity, would emit between 0 and 19 gCO$_2$/km by 2100. For comparison, the European target for new passenger vehicles sold in 2015 is 130 gCO$_2$/km on average, and the proposed objective for vehicles sold in 2021 is 95 gCO$_2$/km (ICCT, 2014).

---

5 “Plants” extract carbon dioxide from the atmosphere as they grow.
6 However, the large-scale feasibility and desirability of BECCs is controversial, given their potential impact on land use, food production, freshwater availability, and the uncertain availability of suitable geological storage sites — see Guivarch and Hallegatte (2013) for an overview.
7 For instance, today’s most sold electric car, the Nissan Leaf is rated between 18 and 21kWh/100km (battery to the wheel) by the US Environmental Protection Agency; and 20% is an accepted upper bound for transmission, distribution, and recharging losses.
Figure 2: Decarbonization of global electricity in two 550 ppm scenarios (consistent with 3°C): (a) without new nuclear or carbon capture; (b) with low potential for renewable power. In both cases, the carbon content of electricity is reduced to near-zero levels by the end of the century.

AMPERE also explored scenarios where CCS and nuclear are widely available, but biomass, wind and photovoltaic power are constrained. Figure 2b reports the pathways of the carbon content of electricity in this case — they can still decrease to near-zero or negative levels by the end of the century.

3. Every major country or region of the world can and should decarbonize its electricity

Finally, according to AMPERE, the decrease in the carbon content of electricity is feasible in every region of the world. Figure 3 reports the pathways towards carbon-free electricity as simulated in AMPERE for China and India, two countries with high initial emissions from power generation, and for the EU and US, where electricity is less carbon-intensive. We consider the less favorable scenario both in terms of the concentration target (550 ppm) and in terms of technology availability (no replacement of nuclear capacities and no CCS allowed) — detailed pathways for these regions with different technology portfolios are displayed in the appendix (Figure B.4, Figure B.6, Figure B.7, and Figure B.5). In every region, the average carbon intensity decreases steadily during the 21st century, and falls below 100 gCO2/kWh in 2100 in every simulation.

These figures suggest that electrification is an effective option to reduce long-term emissions in every region. In other words, the policy-relevant question is not whether to electrify, but when to do it. For instance, indirect emissions from driving an electric vehicle would reach 100 gCO2/km between 2030-2060 in China, 2010-2030 in Europe, 2030-2055 in India and 2020-2050 in the US; and would drop below 50 gCO2/km between 2045-2065 in China, 2045-2060 in
Figure 3: Carbon intensity in China, Europe, India and the US in AMPERE’s 550 ppm (consistent with +3°C), technology-pessimistic (no nuclear, no CCS) scenario.

Europe, 2050-2070 in India and 2035-2060 in the US.

4. Conclusion

The work reported here has several limitations. We only analyzed scenarios where all countries participate in climate policies. In regions that do not participate or delay their participation in climate policies, the reduction in carbon intensity of power generation would not necessarily happen, or would be delayed (Kriegler et al., 2014a). Also, our analysis may overestimate the speed and/or potential of carbon intensity reduction in power generation. Indeed, IAMs may imperfectly represent real-world barriers that may hinder power generation decarbonization. Appendix A further discusses these limitations. Finally, the IAM comparison studied here does not investigate the consequences of simultaneous shortage of all the key low-carbon power generation technologies — CCS, mu-
clear, biomass and intermittent renewable. In that case, stabilizing the climate
would be made much more difficult, and would require a drastic reduction in
global energy consumption.

The pathways towards clean electricity reported here should be interpreted
cautiously. In particular, they do not entail any normative prescription of the
level of efforts that any specific country should affect to climate change miti-
gation. What they show is a consensus among state-of-the-art integrated as-
sessment models: cost-effective climate stabilization requires near-zero carbon
electricity in every major country/region of the world. This very robust finding
is a technical one, which disregards any consideration of the burden sharing of
emission reductions: independently of who is or should be paying for it, the
cheapest strategy to achieve climate stabilization includes decarbonization of
the power supply.

The pathways of the carbon content of electricity that we report can be used
outside the community of integrated assessment, for instance when assessing the
relevance of electric vehicles as a means to reduce greenhouse gas emissions; or
to benchmark policies aiming at reducing carbon emissions from power plants.
Further work could report pathways for other countries or regions of the world,
and extend this approach to sectors other than power supply.
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Appendix A. Methods

Data

We reanalyzed a set of 55 IAM pathways from AMPERE, a study for which CO$_2$ emissions for electricity are reported separately, thus allowing to recover the projected carbon intensity at each point (2005, 2010 and then every 10 years up to 2100).

We retain final energy as our measure of electricity production, that is, the total electric energy consumed by end-users, excluding that used by the power supply sector itself for transformation, transportation and distribution (including these losses would result in lower carbon intensities). As electricity-related emissions at a given point in time are readily available in our sample, computing cumulative emissions is straightforward.

Limitations

The limitations in our analysis are of two kinds. First, we restricted our study to a subset of IAM trajectories by selecting only results reported in a recent model comparison study. This may introduce a selection bias. Second, IAMs may imperfectly represent real-life barriers to power generation decarbonization. We may therefore overestimate the speed and/or potential of power generation carbon intensity reductions.

Bias

We restricted our study to the results of a recent IAM comparison exercise, AMPERE, because the data are available online.

We are not aware of any published scenario that would reach a low or moderate atmospheric concentration target without featuring a decreasing carbon-intensity trajectory similar to the consensus highlighted here. However, reducing the study sample can always introduce biases. In particular, the studies presented here do not explore the case where all renewable energies, carbon capture and storage, nuclear and bio-energies turn out not to be widely available.

Moreover, previous studies have documented the risk of selection bias in IAM reviews, as results are not always reported when targets are unachievable (Tavoni and Tol, 2010). Our sample of trajectories may be affected by selection bias, given some models might not report their results with some generation technologies unavailable. When availability of some technologies is restricted, such as CCS and nuclear, the number of reported paths decreased, in particular when targeting 450 ppm CO$_2$-eq (this effect is mitigated with the looser
550 ppm CO$_2$-eq constraint). This hints at the potential difficulty of reaching a stringent climatic target if the development of BECCS is constrained (Tavoni and Socolow, 2013; Bibas and Méjean, 2014; Rose et al., 2014).

**Barriers to the decarbonization of power generation**

IAMs might imperfectly account for several barriers to the decarbonization of power generation (Iyer et al., 2014). For instance, the capacity credit – the contribution of a given technology to meeting the demand – tends to be lower for intermittent renewable energy (mainly solar and wind) than for fossil fuel, nuclear, and bio-energy, due to potential mismatches between resource availability and demand peaks (Sims et al., 2003). Also, some low-carbon technologies may require to build wider distribution and transmission networks to connect remote energy sources or production locations to end-users (renewable energies and nuclear) and transportation infrastructure to carbon sequestration sites (CCS).

**Appendix B. Additional figures**

---

9 Such evidence should be taken with caution, as participants were not required to run every scenario (scenarios were ranked as required, recommended, or optional). A smaller number of trajectories does not necessarily reflect selection.
Figure B.4: Carbon content of electricity in China.
Figure B.5: Carbon content of electricity in the EU.
Figure B.6: Carbon content of electricity in India.
Figure B.7: Carbon content of electricity in the US.
Figure B.8: Carbon intensity of electricity at the global level.